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SETTLING IN TUEN MUNSETTLING IN TUEN MUN

I moved to Hong Kong in the early 1"80s and settled in Tuen Mun. At 

that time, Tuen Mun was still a small town with no Light Rail, no West Rail Line, 

no Tuen Mun Road and no major shopping malls.

I remember a visit to my uncle in North Point. I took 52M to Tsuen Wan 

Pier, a ferry to Central and then another bus. It was on this bus ride that I felt 

unwell. At first, I had di#iculty in breathing and then nausea so strong I almost 

threw up. Perhaps I couldn’t stand the urban air.

My body has now been numbed by decades of urbanisation. Gone are 

my sharp senses! However, the residual memory in my body still kept me in 

remote rural areas.

TUEN MUN TOWN CENTRETUEN MUN TOWN CENTRE

The most eye-catching landmark had to be Victoria Theatre, and later 

the Yan Oi Tong Community Centre and San Hui Market. These small areas 

were considered the town centre.

Yan Oi Tong Sports Centre is also a regular haunt, where we usually go 

to play table tennis and badminton. The building also has a roller-skating rink 

and a bowling alley, but we did not go there often.

All the facilities at the Yan Oi Tong Community Centre were dazzling, 

too impressive to be criticised. The only thing that puzzled me was a mural 

placed at the entrance to Tuen Mun Road. It was rumoured to have cost a 

million dollars to paint, equivalent to the value of several flats in Tuen Mun at 

the time. Firstly, I wondered whether the rumours were true and who the artist 

was. Why was it placed next to an expressway? The painting had disappeared, 

so please look at the photos I took fig A  . I always thought it was by Miró, the 

Spanish artist. Does it look like it? 

WHERE WE SWEATED MOSTWHERE WE SWEATED MOST

I hung out mainly at the Lions Club basketball court in San Hui from 

primary to secondary school. If nothing else was planned, it was the favourite 

spot for my friends and me after school, on weekends and holidays, regardless 

of the weather. 

Opposite the court was a Methadone clinic, where dozens of people 

sat outside on the floor waiting for service every day, regardless of the 

weather, just like us.

THE MOST DREADED THINGTHE MOST DREADED THING

I studied in a private primary school in San Hui for a time. The campus 

was a converted villa with the main building, an annexe, and a garden with 

flowering fruit trees. The Pepino melons there were very sweet. There was 

also a dormitory and a student canteen, which only served boarding students.

They had a unique teaching system. Primary 1 and 2 students share 

two sides of a classroom, taught by one teacher. When the teacher teaches 

Primary 1 students, Primary 2 students study independently and cannot leave 

their seats; when the teacher teaches Primary 2, the Primary 1 students do 

their homework. Everything was in good order.

On my way to school were two watercress fields. They were small, 

unattended and did not look very good. Then I would pass by the slaughter-

house. I never wanted to see or hear, but I saw and heard. The sight chills me, 

even after 40 years.

To someone living in Tuen Mun, the opening of Tuen Mun Road has 

made it much more convenient to travel to and from urban areas. But at the 

same time, there was something that I dreaded — tra#ic jams. There were 

frequent tra#ic jams on Tuen Mun Road for a long time, both in the direction 

of Kowloon and back to Tuen Mun. They lasted hours, posing tremendous 

challenges to the human body and mind.

fig A

YUEN LONGYUEN LONG

Compared to other parts of Hong Kong, Yuen Long is closer to Tuen Mun 

and so I go there more often. Before the Light Rail came into service, a bicycle 

ride along Castle Peak Road to Yuen Long was very smooth. My impression 

of Yuen Long was mainly on Kau Yuk Road, where there were a few sports 

shops. There were none in Tuen Mun, so when I had to buy quality table 

tennis or badminton rackets, sportswear, shoes or had to restring my badminton 

racket, Kau Yuk Road was my go-to place. Now that I think of it, it seems strange 

that I have no idea of anywhere else in Yuen Long besides Kau Yuk Road.
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KAM TIN FARMKAM TIN FARM

By chance, I moved my studio to a farm, which made me more  

attentive to everyday life. I was never concerned with where my food came 

from and how they were produced, and I did not care about nutrition labels  

and ingredients. I ate blindly and su#ered from it!



FORM OF ARTWORKSFORM OF ARTWORKS

The works are compressed thin and flat, creating an extreme contrast 

in thickness. There is a bit of balance amidst instability, a quality more or less 

related to individuals’ experiences of space and life. Looking at my works,  

I can see people and objects mirroring one another.

QUANTITY OF ARTWORKSQUANTITY OF ARTWORKS

Due to the pandemic, I had nowhere to go and spent much more time 

in the studio in the past two years. So it was an excellent time to reorganise 

unfinished works and stored materials. On average, I only made one or two 

pieces in a year, but in the past two years, I have made almost ten years’ worth 

of work.

MATERIALSMATERIALS

The artworks displayed in this exhibition were all made from materials 

collected locally. Many were trees rooted by typhoons, such as Typhoon 

Mangkhut a few years ago, and some were trimmed branches. They are 

common species in Hong Kong, including Taiwan acacia, camphor, and longan.

MAKING PROCESSMAKING PROCESS

In the past, when I made artworks, I used to cut and trash over 80% of 

the trunk, leaving only a tiny part. Now I create more works with one piece of 

wood and compost trimmed parts or turn them into biochar to improve soil or 

filter sewage.



ALL BEINGS OF SPROUTSALL BEINGS OF SPROUTS
 Recycled wood 

  A set of 12 works
  Dimension variable
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